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I The Divine A Novel
Dominic Lieven takes in empires from Mughal to British and asks: what made them the dominant form of government for so many centuries?
In the Shadow of the Gods — when emperors claimed a divine right to rule
It’s been over half a century since John Waters began making films with his misfit friends in Baltimore. Perhaps even more surprising than his longevity, though, is the fact tha ...
John Waters on His First Novel, the Death of Bad Taste, and Why Covid's Been Bad for Perverts
It was there he saw a 10-week course on Tai Chi, a Chinese martial art that incorporates meditation and defense training. Intrigued, he signed up to learn under Tai Chi Master Vincent Chu. The first ...
Sulam Chi, a Kabbalah and Tai Chi Movement That Connects to the Divine
The challenge greater than understanding the book may be opening ourselves up to the adjustments in our lives this book calls for. Yet this greater challenge is also what promises the greatest ...
10 Things You Should Know about the Book of Revelation
Human freedom is more than an event - it is a divine imperative. It is the condition that God wants for human beings. In the Biblical book of Genesis at creation, we read: "And God said, "Let us make ...
Rabbi Ronald Gerson: The divine imperative of freedom
Altiero said the book is for sinners who feel undeserving, but suspect there is more to life, for those who believe religion is hogwash yet still hold a small flame of hope, for s ...
Altiero pens 'Exceptional' Christian book
While exploring depictions of women, you can’t ignore the patriarchal structures and misogyny that so often frame those depictions, and the presence of a Malleus Maleficarum, the infamous ...
Feminine Power The Divine to the Demonic, British Museum review: fascinating but could have been more radical
I really thought there was something wrong with my eyes. It’s not like I couldn’t see at all, but it was blurry. More accurately one spot in my field of ...
Finding Divine perspective takes work
Dorothy Butler, a faith-based author, has completed her new book, “I Escaped to Tell The Story”: a ... As I add up the blessings in my life, they total the divine purpose that God has for me. I feel ...
Author Dorothy Butler’s New Book, ‘I Escaped to Tell the Story’ Is a Practical and Spiritual Guide to Help Build Families, Marriages, and Faith
“‘Liarmouth,’” is a good novel,” Molly Young wrote for the New York Times. “It is a better gateway drug.” Plenty of people are already hooked. Gerry Mastrolia, 27, is a female impersonator from New ...
John Waters’ fans flock to ‘Liarmouth’ book signing in Baltimore
Dain Taylor, a God-fearing Indiana native who composes blogs and poems, has completed his new book, "Divine Messages of Lobo and Blanco": a faith-based children's book. Taylor shares, "All wrapped ...
Author Dain Taylor's new book, 'Divine Messages of Lobo and Blanco' is a spiritual children's tale displaying how art and nature are works of faith
So, he was considered Demon Star. He was born with extraordinary talent. At the age of three, he already possessed a thousand pounds of divine strength. He would have been a good candidate for martial ...
A Legacy From Divine Dragon Kingdom: The Strongest Demon of the Universe Was Born Book 5
Divine Mercy in Poetry" from Christian Faith Publishing author Maureen McHeffey is a compelling collection of poetry that offers readers a deeply personal message of God's ...
Maureen McHeffey's newly released "Channels of Mercy: Divine Mercy in Poetry" is a powerful collection of poetic works inspired by the author's faith
On the Blue Moon Continent, a fifteen years old boy, struggled into training to pursue the Tianming Sect’s assessment and become an immortal. Suddenly his fiancée quit the engagement with him, and she ...
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